Off Campus Restricted Access

Shoreline Schools can provide additional at home filtering of student accounts if requested. No Filter is 100% accurate but the added restrictions should catch most restricted content. If you elect to have your student’s Chrome Book added to Restricted Access, the following will apply.

Purpose:
- To provide increased restrictions on Student Chromebooks outside of the Shoreline Schools’ Network
- Long Term solution. Only request this service if you intend to have restricted access applied for an extended period of time. The restricted access cannot be turned on and off on demand.
- Requests for Restricted Access can be made at any time (response times during summer and other breaks may take longer). Additional changes to Restricted Access status can only be made at the beginning of a semester unless there is a clear hardship.

Scope:
- Normal restrictions still apply. Only Shoreline Schools’ Google accounts can log on to the computer. Safe search, restricted extensions and applications are also still applied.
- Restricted Access is applied outside of Shoreline Schools’ Network. This would include mobile hotspots, home, public library or other public Wi-Fi access.
- Restricted Access is applied to a user account and not to the device. Other Shoreline users that logon to the device would not receive the same restrictions.

Restrictions
- All social media, chat, forums and web based email services are blocked.
- File and photo sharing services are blocked
- Freeware and shareware sites are blocked
- The majority of entertainment sites including video, audio, music and shopping are restricted. Youth sports sites are not restricted.
- You Tube, including filtered education sites are restricted.

Report
- Parents will receive a weekly report of the restricted student’s web based activity each Sunday. The email will be received at the primary email listed for families in Skyward. The report will show usage percentages, top websites blocked and top websites searched for.

I am a legal guardian of the student named below, have read the conditions for Restricted Access above and agree that I would like to have them applied to ________________________________ (name of student) account.

(Print name of legal guardian/parent)

(Signature of legal guardian/parent)

(Date)